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Purpose: To address practical issues of implementing artificial neural networks (ANN) for lung-
tumor motion prediction in MRI-based intrafractional lung-tumor tracking.
Methods: A feedforward four-layered ANN structure is used to predict future tumor positions. A
back-propagation algorithm is used for ANN learning. Adaptive learning is incorporated by contin-
uously updating weights and learning rate during prediction. An ANN training scheme specific for
MRI-based tracking is developed. A multiple-ANN structure is developed to reduce tracking failures
caused by the lower imaging rates of MRI. We used particle swarm optimization to optimize the
ANN structure and initial weights (IW) for each patient and treatment fraction. Prediction accuracy
is evaluated using the 1D superior–inferior lung-tumor motions of 29 lung cancer patients for system
delays of 120–520 ms, in increments of 80 ms. The result is compared with four different scenarios:
(1), (2) ANN structure optimization + with/without IW optimization, and (3), (4) no ANN structure
optimization + with/without IW optimization, respectively. An additional simulation is performed to
assess the value of optimizing the ANN structure for each treatment fraction.
Results: For 120–520 ms system delays, mean RMSE values (ranges 0.0–2.8 mm from 29 patients) of
0.5–0.9 mm are observed, respectively. Using patient specific ANN structures, a 30%–60% decrease
in mean RMSE values is observed as a result of IW optimization, alone. No significant advantages in
prediction performance are observed, however, by optimizing for each fraction.
Conclusions: A new ANN-based lung-tumor motion predictor is developed for MRI-based in-
trafractional tumor tracking. The prediction accuracy of our predictor is evaluated using a realis-
tic simulated MR imaging rate and system delays. For 120–520 ms system delays, mean RMSE
values of 0.5–0.9 mm (ranges 0.0–2.8 mm from 29 patients) are achieved. Further, the advantage
of patient specific ANN structure and IW in lung-tumor motion prediction is demonstrated by a
30%–60% decrease in mean RMSE values. © 2012 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1118/1.4730294]
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I. INTRODUCTION

To ensure improved targeting and delivery of highly confor-
mal radiation dose to mobile tumors, several groups are ac-
tively researching intrafractional tumor tracking systems.1–3

Lung-tumors are of special interest for tracking, due to their
potential for large ranges of motion during treatment deliv-
ery. Studies have shown that lung-tumors may move up to
50 mm in superior–inferior (SI) direction, 15 mm in anterior–
posterior (AP), and 10 mm in left–right (LR) direction during
normal breathing.4, 5

Krauss et al.6 and Sawant et al.2 performed phantom
studies demonstrating the feasibility of 2D intrafractional
lung-tumor tracking using a Siemens 160 leaf multileaf col-
limator (MLC) and a Varian 120 leaf MLC, respectively.
In both studies, a tumor surrogate was driven according
to a sinusoidal trajectory and its position was detected via
a motion monitoring system developed by Calypso Medi-
cal Technologies (Seattle, WA). Cho et al. suggested the
simultaneous use of kV/MV imaging for 3D intrafrac-
tional tracking, where a gold marker was used as a tumor
surrogate.3 Recently, Cervino et al. conducted a feasibility
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study in regard to MRI-guided lung-tumor tracking by follow-
ing healthy volunteers’ lung vascular structures in cine-MR
images.7 Our group at the Cross Cancer Institute has been
developing a MRI-based intrafractional lung-tumor track-
ing system by taking advantage of the intrafractional MR
imaging feature of the linac-MR that is installed in our
laboratory.8–10

Although tracking mechanisms may vary, the use of on-
line MLC controlling technique (i.e., not preprogrammed
leaf motions) for intrafractional beam conformation is fairly
common.2, 3, 6 Ideally, intrafractional tracking would provide
target detection and beam delivery simultaneously. However,
there exists an inevitable system delay between the two events
due to (1) the time requirement to drive each leaf of the MLC
to its designated position and (2) computing/processing time.
Previously reported system delays range from 160 to 500 ms
(Refs. 2, 3, and 6) depending on tracking method. In the case
of a lung-tumor whose motion-speed is known to be in the
range of 4–94 mm/s,11 a system delay of 500 ms could lead
tumor localization errors of up to a maximum of 47 mm. In
the presence of this inevitable system delay, a method of pre-
dicting tumor motion is highly desirable in order to reduce the
localization errors.

Various prediction algorithms have been proposed to com-
pensate for tumor motion during system delay.12–14 Due to
the highly nonlinear nature of lung-tumor motions which
show variable speed and period, several groups have inves-
tigated the use of artificial neural networks (ANN) for mo-
tion prediction.15, 16 Although these studies show promising
results, the following issues must be addressed to implement
ANN in lung-tumor motion prediction for MRI-based tumor
tracking.

First, the performance of an ANN is known to be strongly
dependent on its structure and initial weights (IW).17, 18 As
Verma et al. stated,14 ANN architecture must be optimized
to be used in tumor motion prediction. However, no previ-
ous study regarding lung-tumor motion prediction has inves-
tigated this issue.

Second, previous studies assume the tumor position detec-
tion at 30 Hz by monitoring the position of external or in-
ternal tumor surrogates using optical tracking devices,15, 16 or
a stereoscopic x-ray fluoroscopy system.12, 13 However, dy-
namic MR imaging to observe organ motion of lung,7 in-
trathoracic tumor,19 joint,20 etc., can typically achieve image-
acquisition rates of 3–4 frames per second (fps). This rate is
recommended for real-time tracking of lung-tumor motion21

and can be achieved using our present linac-MR. Neverthe-
less, no previous study has been developed and evaluated
for predicting lung-tumor motion using MRI-based tumor
tracking.

To overcome these issues, we propose an ANN-based
lung-tumor motion predictor for MRI-based intrafractional
lung-tumor tracking. This report describes the ANN design
and training methods, implementation of multiple-ANNs, and
optimization schemes of ANN structure and IW. The pre-
diction accuracy of our predictor is evaluated using data
from 29 lung cancer patients with various possible system
delays.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

II.A. Overview of lung-tumor motion prediction

The development of our predictor involves the following
points and assumptions: (1) the position of a tumor may be
represented by its centroid, (2) the position of tumor centroid
in each MR image is automatically detected in real-time (less
than 5 ms) using our autocontouring algorithm,9 (3) signal
acquisition time for each MR image is 280 ms, and (4) the
amount of system delay, i.e., the time interval between the
detection of current tumor position and the beam delivery, of
a given tracking system is known.

In our present linac-MR, system delay is ∼200 ms, which
is the sum of: (1) one half of the acquisition time, 140
ms, contributes to system delay assuming the acquired im-
age detects the tumor position at the midpoint of k-space,
(2) ∼35 ms for image reconstruction and processing, and (3)
∼25 ms for MLC motion.

An overview of the prediction procedure for lung-tumor
motion is described in Fig. 1. In Step 1 of Fig. 1, an ANN
structure and IW are optimized prior to actual treatment for
each patient. A patient typically undergoes treatment over
multiple fractions, where, presumably tumor motions in two
consecutive fractions are the most similar. During optimiza-
tion, tumor motion data recorded from a previous fraction is
used as a training pattern. We used 8 min length of 1D SI lung-
tumor motion pattern. More details regarding training patterns
follow in Sec. II.B.

One epoch refers to a single passing of a training pat-
tern (prediction followed by weights corrections) through the
ANN during iterative trainings. In Step 2, the optimized ANN
structure and IW are further trained for 900 epochs imme-
diately prior to the actual treatment. The training set will be
tumor motions recorded from 2 min of MR scan immediately
prior to the treatment. In our computer platform, ∼30 s are
required to run 900 epochs.

All algorithms are coded in LabVIEW 2011 (National
Instruments, Austin, TX) and tested on a 32-bit computer sys-
tem (Windows7, Intel i7-2600k, 4 GB RAM).

II.B. Patient lung-tumor motion data

Our algorithm was verified using data previously re-
ported by Suh et al.,22 who analyzed thoracic and abdominal

FIG. 1. Flowchart for overall lung-tumor motion prediction.
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tumor motions obtained with a Cyberknife Synchrony treat-
ment system (Accuray Incorporated, Sunnyvale, CA). Dur-
ing radiation treatment, 3D tumor positions were estimated
and recorded every 40 ms (25 Hz) by both internal and ex-
ternal fiducials for various tumor sites such as lung, liver,
pancreas, retroperitoneum, etc. We selected the data from the
29 lung-tumor patients. Each patient’s data consists of lung-
tumor motions recorded from three consecutive fractions (1–5
days apart). From each fraction, we used 8 min of the 1D SI
lung-tumor motion pattern.

II.C. ANN for lung-tumor motion prediction

II.C.1. ANN structure

A feedforward four-layered ANN structure (one input
layer, two hidden layers, and one output layer) is developed
as shown in Fig. 2. Input and hidden layers have an addi-
tional bias input of +1, which prevents a zero output when
all input values are zero. Detailed explanations can be found
in Haykin.23 Current and previous tumor positions are input to
the ANN, which outputs a future tumor position. The number
of hidden layers can vary, either one or two, and is determined
by ANN structure optimization as explained in Sec. II.F.1.a.

II.C.2. Back-propagation algorithm
and adaptive learning

We used a back-propagation (BP) algorithm23 for ANN
learning, i.e., updating weights. Following the same notations
as in Fig. 2, we used the following Eqs. (1)–(3) to update
weights during training

Wnew = Wprevious + �W, (1)

where, wnew: new weight, wprevious: previous weight, �w:
weight update.

For weights associated with output neuron,

�wa1
g→h = η · δH1 · Yga, (2)

where, η: learning rate, δH1 = eH1 · �′(Vh1) , eH1 = desired
output—ANN output, and �′(Vh1) = d�/dVh1 = �(Vh1) · (1
− �(Vh1)) .

For weights associated with other neurons,

�wab
f→g = η · δGb · Yfa, (3)

where, δGb = �′(VGb) · ∑s+1
a=1 (δH1 · wa1

g→h).
The BP algorithm requires a proper learning rate (η) to

achieve fast convergence. We implemented an algorithm de-
veloped by Behera et al.,24 which can calculate an efficient,
self-adaptive learning rate as

η = μ · ‖eH1‖2

‖�J · eH1‖2 + γ
= μ · (eH1)2

∑m
k=1

∑n
c=0 (δFk · x(t − c · τ ))2 + ∑s

p=1

∑m+1
q=1 (δGp · Yfq)2 + ∑s+1

i=1 (δH1 · Ygi)2 + γ
, (4)

where, �J = ∂(ANN output)/∂ �w, μ : scaling factor, γ : small
constant to prevent numerical instability of η when eH1 is near
zero. The values of μ and γ are determined to achieve the
lowest prediction error using training patterns, and the results
are stated in Figs. 5 and 6.

Adaptive learning is incorporated by continuously updat-
ing the weights and η of a given ANN during motion predic-
tion. The structure of ANN does not change during predic-
tion. However, the weights and η updates occur prior to each
prediction immediately following current tumor position de-
tection by the tracking system. This update involves simple
matrix calculations that happen almost instantaneously using
our computer system; thus, this is not included in calculating
the total system delay.

In this way, the ANN’s learning process is not limited to
the training sessions alone but continues during the actual
tracking session. Using this ANN, our predictor can adapt
quickly to tumor motion pattern during the actual tracking
session, even when this pattern starts deviating from the one
used in training sessions.

II.D. ANN training for MRI-based tumor tracking

Our tumor motion training data are acquired at 280 ms in-
tervals from MR images obtained from previous treatment

fractions. In reality, the system delay will often be different
from the time intervals in the training data. To demonstrate
that this training scheme can be applied to different system
delays, we present ANN training simulations with 280 and
200 ms system delays. Figure 3 shows a portion of the train-
ing data from one of the 29 patients.

FIG. 2. A feedforward four-layered ANN structure. x(t): position of tu-
mor at time t, τ : time interval between tumor position updates, T: system
delay of a given tracking system, Vcd: input to dth activation function of
layer “c” (i.e., Vgb = ∑m+1

a=1 wab
f→g · Yfa), F, G, H: activation function �(x)

= 1/(1+exp(−x)), x can be Vf1,f2,. . . ,fm, Vg1,g2,. . . ,gs, or Vh1, Ycd: output from
dth activation function of layer “c” (e.g., Yf1 = �(Vf1)), wab

f→g: weight as-

sociated with the output of ath neuron in f layer to bth neuron in g layer,
x(t + T): ANN output (predicted tumor position).
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FIG. 3. Tumor position in S–I direction in training data, Pt: tumor position
at time t (ms), P′

t: approximate tumor position at t (ms).

During ANN training, many numbers of known in-
put/output pairs must be entered to allow the ANN to model
the complex relationships between them. These input/output
pairs include the previous, as well as future, tumor positions
that have been recorded in the training data.

As shown in Fig. 2, a single ANN can predict a sin-
gle output for tumor position. However, the number of
inputs to this ANN, i.e., number of previous tumor po-
sitions, can vary from patient to patient. Section II.F ex-
plains how our predictor determines the appropriate num-
ber of inputs for each patient. Here, our training scheme
takes three inputs and is described in the following two
examples.

(1) 280 ms system delay: Input/output pairs were gener-
ated from the training data described above with a sys-
tem delay of 280 ms. In Fig. 3, P0, P280, P560 can be
used as the ANN inputs of the 1st input/output pair. In
this case, the output should be P840, because the time
interval between P560 and P840 is the same amount as
the system delay. Similarly, if P280, P560, P840 are used
as the inputs for the 2nd input/output pair, P1120 will
be the corresponding output. We can generate many
numbers of input/output pairs in this way and train the
ANN. The same training method can be used if the
system delay is an exact multiple of the time interval
between two consecutively known tumor positions in
training data.

(2) 200 ms system delay: Because the system delay for
our present linac-MR system is 200 ms, a different
method is used to generate the input/output pairs. If
P0, P280, P560 are used as the inputs, the output must
be P760. However, P760 is unknown in our training
data as shown in Fig. 3. Our approach is to approxi-
mate P760 using linear interpolation between P560 and
P840, which is referred as P′

760. This is a first order
approximation which presumes that the lung-tumor
motion may be reasonably modeled as linear mo-
tion between two known tumor positions. Similarly,
if P280, P560, P840 are used as the inputs, P′

1040 will
be the corresponding output. Using this method, we
are able to train our ANN for any arbitrary system
delay.

II.E. Implementation of multiple ANNs

During tumor tracking, each prediction occurs immedi-
ately after a current tumor position is detected. This triggers
MLC motion to conform the radiation beam to the tumor at
the predicted position.

Frequent tracking failures may occur if a single ANN is
used in our predictor. If the time interval between two predic-
tions is greater than the time required to complete the MLC
motion, the MLC will stop after reaching set points, i.e., des-
ignated leaf positions, and wait for the next prediction to oc-
cur. During this time, designated as the “MLC-off time,” the
tumor will continue to move resulting in tracking failure. On
the contrary, if the time interval between two predictions is
smaller than the time required for the MLC to reach the pre-
dicted position, then the MLC will never reach the set points
and miss the tumor.

We propose to employ multiple ANNs in our predictor to
reduce tracking failures, which, in itself, is a unique feature
developed in this study.

II.E.1. Tumor tracking using multiple ANNs

We use seven ANNs, because our imaging rate is 280 ms
and we want to predict tumor positions in a 40 ms interval
that corresponds to the acquisition rate of the Suh et al.22 data
used to evaluate the performance of the prediction algorithm
(the acquisition rate of the Suh et al. data is 40 ms, and 280/40
is 7).

The seven ANNs implemented in our predictor have an
identical structure. However, we trained them separately so
that at each prediction, the predictor can output seven consec-
utive future tumor positions (40 ms apart, the first one corre-
sponds to the future tumor position after the system delay). In
case of 200 ms system delay, the 1st ANN predicts a tumor
positions at 200 ms in the future, 2nd ANN predicts at 240 ms
in the future, 3rd ANN predicts at 280 ms in the future, etc.
This is described in Fig. 4.

At 0 ms, the 1st prediction occurs from seven ANNs pre-
dicting P200, P240, . . . , P440. Using these, the MLC controller
triggers MLC motions conforming to the appropriate future
tumor positions. For example, at 0 ms, the MLC begins con-
forming to P200; at 40 ms, it starts conforming to P240, etc. At
280 ms, the 2nd prediction occurs predicting P480, P520, . . . ,
P720, and this triggers new MLC motions.

Using multiple ANNs, we can trigger MLC motions more
frequently. We can then verify whether this approach will re-
duce tracking failures because (1) the MLC-off time between
two predictions is decreased, and (2) the MLC can almost

FIG. 4. Tumor tracking using seven ANNs, Pt: tumor position at time t (ms).
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always reach the set points, since the traveling distance at each
motion triggering is decreased.

II.F. Optimizing ANN structure and IW for each patient

ANN structure and IW must be optimized for each patient
to ensure the optimal performance of our predictor, because
(1) the performance of ANN is known to be strongly de-
pendent on its structure and IW,17, 18 and (2) there are large
patient-to-patient variations in lung-tumor motion patterns.

II.F.1. Particle swarm optimization

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is one type of
population-based stochastic optimization method, which is
inspired by the social behavior of bird flocking or fish
schooling.25 PSO optimization begins by generating a number
of candidate solutions called “particles” that are spread over
an n-dimensional solution space with different positions and
velocities. Each particle’s current position represents a cur-
rent solution to a given optimization problem, and its velocity
represents the modification of current solution toward a new,
more optimized solution. These particles will “fly” through
the solution space, in order to find a specific location where
the solution at that location will produce the optimum result
with regard to a user defined fitness function.

We use an improved version of the original PSO algo-
rithm called modified particle swarm optimization (MPSO)
(Ref. 26) for both ANN structure and IW optimizations.
Shi et al. demonstrated superior performance of MPSO in
finding a global optimum within a reasonable number of
iterations.26 This is particularly advantageous in clinical ap-
plications where optimization for each patient must be com-
pleted within a reasonable time frame.

In MPSO, each particle’s velocity and position are updated
in each iteration as

Vupdated = W · Vprev + c1 · rand1 · (pbest − Pprev)

+ c2 · rand2 · (gbest − Pprev), (5)

Pupdated = Pprev + Vupdated, (6)

where, Vupdated, Pupdated: updated velocity and position of a
particle, W: inertia weight, cn: a unitless weight determin-
ing the impact of an individual particle’s history on the en-
tire swarm’s history in Vupdated calculation, randn: a random
number (0–1), pbest: personal best solution, gbest: global best
solution, Vprev, Pprev: previous velocity and position of a par-
ticle. Detailed calculation methods of pbest and gbest follow
in Sec. II.F.1.a.

We use MPSO to optimize ANN structure and IW for each
patient. To achieve this, we must first determine the represen-
tation of a particle and a fitness function for each optimization
problem. Detailed explanations follow.

II.F.1.a. ANN structure optimization. In ANN structure
optimization, a specific ANN structure is a solution, i.e., par-
ticle. Therefore, each particle’s current position and velocity
represents a current ANN structure and the degree of its mod-

ification, respectively. Our fitness function is a RMSE value
between original and predicted tumor positions in the train-
ing pattern, where original tumor positions refer to the ones
recorded in patient data.

As shown in Fig. 2, we can define an ANN structure using
an array of three integer variables designating the number of
inputs, number of neurons in 1st hidden layer, and number
of neurons in 2nd hidden layer. The number of neurons in an
output layer is fixed at 1.

For example, [n, m, s] indicates an ANN structure that has
n number of inputs, m number of neurons in the 1st hidden
layer, s number of neurons in the 2nd hidden layer, and 1 neu-
ron in the output layer. Hence, each particle’s position and
velocity are both defined by a 1 × 3 integer array. Figure 5
shows the ANN structure optimization process.

Step 1 is performed only in the 1st iteration at M = 1. Here,
the position and velocity arrays of ten particles are generated
using a random number generator within a user defined range
as stated in Fig. 5. In Step 2, each particle’s velocity array is
recorded for later use.

In Step 3, the Nth particle’s position array is read and its
corresponding ANN is created. In Step 4, this ANN is copied

FIG. 5. Flow chart for ANN structure optimization. Parameters used: Step 1
(initial number of inputs: 1–10, initial number of neurons in each layer: 0–10,
initial velocity: 0–10), Step 6 [μ: 0.6, γ : 0.02, see Eq. (4)], Step 10 (desired
RMSE = 0.001 mm), Step 12 [cn = 2, randn: 0–1, max. velocity: 10, W: 0.4,
see Eq. (5)].
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seven times to create seven ANNs that have identical struc-
tures. For example, if the 1st particle’s position array is [5, 8,
6], the corresponding ANN is created containing 5 inputs, 8
and 6 neurons in the 1st and 2nd hidden layers, and 1 output
neuron. This ANN is then copied seven times.

In Step 5, IW are optimized for each of the seven ANNs
using the 1st half of the training pattern. During IW optimiza-
tion, each ANN is trained for a different amount of system
delay. Detailed explanations follow in Sec. II.F.1.b. As a re-
sult, seven sets of optimized IW are produced.

In Step 6, the seven ANNs and a corresponding set of opti-
mized IW are used to predict tumor motions in the 2nd half of
the training pattern. This generates predicted tumor positions
in 40 ms intervals as explained in Sec. II.E.1. Using this result,
in Step 7, we can perform one-to-one comparisons between
original and predicted tumor positions calculating RMSE
values.

Steps 3–7 are iterated with all ten particles’ position ar-
rays. After the Nth iteration, the Nth particle’s position array,
optimized IW, and corresponding RMSE value are recorded
in Step 8. From this record, the algorithm determines pbest
and gbest in Step 9 as described in the following paragraphs.

During optimization, each particle’s position array is up-
dated through iterations. Out of the particle’s current and pre-
vious position arrays, pbest is the one that achieved the lowest
RMSE value in Step 7. For example, if the 1st particle’s posi-
tion array has been updated for three iterations (see the outer
loop through Step 12) as [5, 8, 6] → [10, 18, 7] → [12, 23, 0]
with corresponding RMSE values of 2.5 → 1.6 → 1.9, then
pbest of this particle is [10, 18, 7].

In Step 9, therefore, ten pbest arrays are determined from
ten particles. Out of these, the one with the lowest RMSE
value becomes gbest. Depending on the results from Steps
10 and 11, the algorithm either updates all particles’ position
arrays and iteration continues, or the optimization process is
terminated.

In Step 12, we first calculate Vupdated array for each particle
using Eq. (5) with the parameters stated in Fig. 5. Each par-
ticle’s velocity, position, and pbest arrays are obtained from
Steps 2, 8, and 9, respectively. gbest is obtained from Step 9.

For example, if the 1st particle’s position, velocity, pbest
arrays are [P1, P2, P3], [V1, V2, V3], [PB1, PB2, PB3], re-
spectively, and gbest of all particles is [GB1, GB2, GB3], then
Vupdated is calculated as

Vupdated array = [Vupdated1, Vupdated2, Vupdated3]

= W · [V1, V2, V3] + c1 · rand1 · ([PB1, PB2, PB3] − [P1, P2, P3])

+ c2 · rand2 · ([GB1, GB2, GB3] − [P1, P2, P3]).

Hence,

Vupdated1 = W · V1 + c1 · rand1 · (PB1 − P1) + c2 · rand2 · (GB1 − P1),

Vupdated2 = W · V2 + c1 · rand1 · (PB2 − P2) + c2 · rand2 · (GB2 − P2),

Vupdated3 = W · V3 + c1 · rand1 · (PB3 − P3) + c2 · rand2 · (GB3 − P3).

If any component of the Vupdated array is greater than a user
defined maximum velocity stated in Fig. 5, that component
is replaced with the value of maximum velocity. This is to
avoid overly radical changes of the particle’s position in each
iteration. After the Vupdated array is determined, Pupdated array
is calculated using Eq. (6) as

Pupdated array = [Pupdated1, Pupdated2, Pupdated3]

= [P1, P2, P3] + [Vupdated1, Vupdated2, Vupdated3].

Hence,

Pupdated1 = P1 + Vupdated1, Pupdated2 = P2 + Vupdated2,

Pupdated3 = P3 + Vupdated3.

Steps 2–11 are iterated after all ten particles’ position and
velocity arrays are updated. At the end of optimization in Step
13, the algorithm outputs an ANN structure and IW optimized
for a given patient.

II.F.1.b. IW optimization (Step 5 in Fig. 5). The weights
shown in Fig. 2 are rational numbers, and one may calculate
the number of weights required to link two adjacent layers
as: (number of neurons in previous layer + 1) × number of
neurons in next layer, where the + 1 term is due to the bias
input. For example, if a [n, m, s] structure is given, the total
number of IW, referred as Z, is calculated as: Z = (n + 1)×m
+ (m + 1) × s + (s + 1) × 1. Hence, one set of IW for a [n,
m, s] structure is defined by a 1 × Z rational number array.

We have seven ANNs in our predictor, which must be
trained for different amounts of system delay. Therefore, a
group of IW becomes a solution, i.e., particle, in IW opti-
mization, where this group consists of seven sets of IW. Each
particle’s current position and velocity represents a current
group of IW and the degree of its modification, respectively.
Since a group of IW contains seven sets of IW, each particle’s
position and velocity are both defined by seven 1 × Z rational
number arrays. The same fitness function is used as in ANN
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FIG. 6. Flow chart for IW optimization. Parameters used: Step 3 (IW and
initial velocities: random rational numbers bet. −1 and 1), Steps 7, 8 (μ: 0.6,
γ : 0.02), Step 12 (Desired RMSE = 0.001 mm), Step 14 (cn = 2, randn: 0–
1, Max. velocity/W: 1.5/0.8 and 2/0.6 for one and two hidden-layered ANN,
respectively).

structure optimization. Figure 6 shows the IW optimization
processes.

In Steps 1 and 2, we read the ANN structure subject to IW
optimization and calculate Z. For example, if the ANN has a
[5, 8, 6] structure, Z = (5 + 1) × 8 + (8 + 1) × 6 + (6 + 1)
× 1 = 109. Because the seven ANNs have identical structures,
we only need a single Z value.

Step 3 is performed only in the 1st iteration at M = 1.
We generate ten particles’ position and velocity arrays using
a random number generator between −1 and 1. In Step 4, each
particle’s velocity arrays are recorded for later use.

In Steps 5 and 6, the Nth particle’s position arrays are read
and corresponding sets of IW are created. As a result, seven
sets of IW are created for the seven ANNs.

In Step 7, the seven ANNs are trained using the 1st half of
training pattern. Each ANN is trained for a different amount
of system delay for 1500 epochs. The 1st, 2nd,. . . ,7th sets of
IW are used as a starting point for training the 1st, 2nd,. . . ,7th
ANNs, respectively.

In Step 8, we use the seven trained ANNs to predict tu-
mor motions in the 2nd half of training pattern. This generates
predicted tumor positions in 40 ms intervals as explained in
Sec. II.E.1. Hence, in Step 9, we can calculate RMSE between
the original and predicted tumor positions to evaluate the pre-
diction accuracy.

Steps 5–9 are iterated with all ten particles’ position ar-
rays. After the Nth iteration, the Nth particle’s position arrays
and corresponding RMSE value are recorded in Step 10. From
this record, the algorithm determines pbest and gbest in Step
11. This process is previously explained in Sec. II.F.1.a in de-
tail. Depending on the results from Steps 12 and 13, the algo-
rithm either updates all particles’ position arrays and iteration
continues, or the optimization process is terminated.

In Step 14, Vupdated and Pupdated arrays are calculated for
each particle using Eqs. (5) and (6) with the parameters stated
in Fig. 6. Detailed explanations have been previously given in
Sec. II.F.1.a. After all particles’ position and velocity arrays
are updated, Steps 4–13 continue using the updated arrays. At
the end of optimization in Step 15, the algorithm outputs the
seven sets of IW represented by gbest as the optimized IW.

II.G. Evaluation of the reduction in tracking failures
using multiple ANNs

We verified whether using multiple ANN reduces tracking
failures as described in Sec. II.E. Lung-tumor tracking was
simulated using a Varian 52-leaf MLC, where tumor motion
was assumed to be sinusoidal (period: 4 s, amplitude: 5 cm)
at the imaging plane of our present linac-MR. This tumor mo-
tion is sufficient to cover the possible motion range of lung-
tumors.4, 5

The following two cases were tested during 1 min of tumor
tracking:

(1) MLC motions were triggered every 280 ms, which will
occur if a single ANN is used;

(2) MLC motions were triggered every 40 ms, which will
occur if seven ANNs are used.

In both cases, mean and standard deviation of the MLC-off
time, and the percentage frequency of MLC failure to reach
set points were calculated.

II.H. Evaluation of prediction accuracy
using patient data

II.H.1. Presentation of patient data to ANNs

To evaluate the prediction accuracy of our predictor in a re-
alistic MRI-based tumor tracking scenario, the following pro-
cesses are performed with the original data from Suh et al.22

First, to simulate MRI-based tumor tracking that detects
tumor positions every 280 ms, every 7th data point is chosen
from the original data (40 ms interval between data points ×7
= 280 ms). This generates motion patterns containing lung-
tumor positions recorded every 280 ms. Second, each motion
pattern is shifted and normalized, so that the values remain
between 0 and 1. This is clinically feasible, and more details
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TABLE I. Four cases tested for prediction accuracy investigation.

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

ANN structure optimization Yes Yes No No
IW optimization Yes No Yes No

follow in Sec. IV. It is important to note that only these motion
patterns are presented to our predictor, both in ANN training
and the motion prediction stages.

II.H.2. Prediction accuracy comparisons

The prediction accuracy of our predictor is evaluated with
29 patient data sets. Each patient’s 1st fraction data is used
as a training pattern for the ANN structure and IW optimiza-
tions. The result is used to predict tumor motions in the 2nd
fraction data. Similarly, 2nd fraction data are used as a train-
ing pattern for optimizations, and this result is used to predict
tumor motions in the 3rd fraction data.

Evaluation is performed for various amounts of system de-
lay ranging from 120 to 520 ms in 80 ms increments, which
encompasses all previously reported system delays in the
literature.2, 3, 6 Prediction accuracy is measured by the RMSE
(mm) between original and predicted tumor positions.

To demonstrate the benefit of ANN structure as well as
IW optimizations developed in this study, prediction accuracy
was compared according to the four different cases shown in
Table I.

Instead of using an optimized ANN structure for each
patient, a single ANN structure (25 inputs, 2 neurons in
a hidden layer, 1 output neuron) is employed for all pa-
tients in cases 3 and 4. This ANN structure was suggested
by Murphy et al.16 for respiratory motion prediction, which
is closely correlated to abdominal tumor motions including
lung-tumor.27 The IW optimization process is omitted for
cases 2 and 4. However, an additional 900 epochs training as
described in Step 2 of Fig. 1 is still performed with randomly
generated IW.

One further experiment is performed to assess the neces-
sity of ANN structure optimization not only for each patient
but also for each treatment fraction. In this case, only 1st frac-
tion data are used as a training pattern for ANN structure and
IW optimizations, and the result is used to predict tumor mo-
tions in both 2nd and 3rd fraction data. Prediction accuracy
of 3rd fraction data obtained from this experiment is com-
pared to the result from case 1, in which the prediction was
performed with an ANN structure specifically optimized to
predict tumor motion in 3rd fraction data.

III. RESULTS

III.A. Tracking failure comparisons using a single
ANN vs seven ANNs

Table II compares the MLC-off time between two consec-
utive predictions and the frequency percentage of MLC fail-

TABLE II. Tracking failure comparisons using a single ANN vs seven
ANNs.

Single ANN Seven ANNs

MLC motion triggering Every 280 ms Every 40 ms
MLC-off time(mean ± std) 110 ± 87 ms 15 ± 9 ms
Failure to reach set points 46% 0%

ures reaching its set points during 1 min of tracking period.
Set points are the aimed location of each leaf, and the failures
result from MLC speed limitation.

In the single ANN case, mean MLC-off times show that
tumor tracking failed for 110 ms on average between two con-
secutive MLC triggers. More importantly, the MLC could not
reach its set points in 46% of the overall tracking period. Both
of these problems are largely resolved using the seven ANNs
approach. In this case, the MLC was always able to reach its
set points, and the mean MLC-off time was decreased by a
factor of more than 7.

III.B. Prediction performance using optimized
ANN and IW

Table III shows lung-tumor motion prediction results simu-
lated from patient data as discussed in Sec. II.H.1. Prediction
is performed with optimized ANN structures and optimized
IW for each patient and fraction. Optimizations and predic-
tions were repeated five times for each patient and fraction.
Only mean RMSE values are reported in Table III as very
small variations in RMSE values (less than 0.1 mm) were ob-
served for the five trials.

For 120–520 ms system delays, 0.5–0.9 mm of mean
RMSE values (ranges 0.0–2.8 mm from 29 patients) are ob-
served, respectively. The entire optimization process (ANN
structure and IW optimizations) requires ∼2.5 h for each
treatment fraction of a given patient, which would need to be
performed prior to treatment.

III.C. Prediction accuracy comparisons

Table IV compares prediction accuracies of the four dif-
ferent cases defined in Table I. Relative mean RMSE values
for the 29 patients are calculated with respect to the largest
mean RMSE values for each system delay and fraction. The
largest mean RMSE values are obtained from case 4, where
no optimization is performed.

By comparing the results between cases 1 and 4, a 30%–
60% decrease in mean RMSE values is observed over the
range of system delays tested. Both ANN structure and IW
optimizations decrease prediction errors. Nevertheless, the
comparison between cases 2 and 4 (more than 30% decrease),
as well as cases 3 and 4 (10% decrease) show that ANN
structure optimization performs a more important role in er-
ror reduction. Detailed results from each patient are plotted
in Fig. 7.
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TABLE III. Motion prediction results obtained with optimized ANN struc-
ture and IW for each patient.

2nd fraction RMSE (mm) 3rd fraction RMSE (mm)
System delay (ms) System delay (ms)

Patient 120 200 280 360 440 520 120 200 280 360 440 520

1 0.7 0.9 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 0.8 0.9 1.1 1.3 1.5 1.7
2 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.8
3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.6
4 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
5 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.1 0.4 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.9
6 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6
7 0.6 0.7 0.8 1.0 1.1 1.2 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1
8 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
9 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
10 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4
11 0.9 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.0 1.3 1.6 1.8 2.1 2.2
12 1.5 1.7 1.9 2.1 2.3 2.4 1.8 2.1 2.3 2.5 2.6 2.8
13 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
14 1.4 1.7 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 1.4 1.7 2.0 2.3 2.5 2.8
15 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.1
16 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.8
17 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.2 1.2 0.6 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2
18 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.1 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.1
19 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.7 0.9 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.6
20 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.6
21 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
22 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6
23 0.9 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.4 0.8 0.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9
24 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.5
25 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.7
26 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
27 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3
28 1.3 1.6 1.9 2.2 2.4 2.7 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6
29 0.6 0.7 0.9 1.1 1.2 1.3 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.1
Mean 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.9

Figure 8 shows the prediction accuracy of the 3rd frac-
tion data using two different sets of ANN structure as:
(1) ANN structures optimized to predict 3rd fraction data, and
(2) ANN structures optimized to predict 2nd fraction data.
Smaller RMSE values are observed in several patients using
the ANN structures specifically optimized to predict the 3rd
fraction. However, the mean RMSE values from all patients
are the same for all system delays in both cases (0.5–0.9 mm).

FIG. 7. Prediction accuracy comparisons in four different cases [(top) 2nd
fraction prediction and (bottom) 3rd fraction prediction].

IV. DISCUSSION

Superior performance of ANN in respiratory motion pre-
diction over other methods has been reported by compara-
tive studies,13, 28 and several studies have been conducted in
surrogates-based tumor tracking systems.15, 16 However, we
believe this is the first study utilizing ANN for lung-tumor
motion prediction in a MRI-based tracking environment.

TABLE IV. Relative mean RMSE values comparison.

Relative mean RMSE (2nd fraction) Relative mean RMSE (3rd fraction)
System delay (ms) System delay (ms)

Case 120 200 280 360 440 520 120 200 280 360 440 520

1 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7
2 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7
3 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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FIG. 8. Prediction accuracy of 3rd fraction data using (1) ANN structures
optimized to predict 3rd fraction, and (2) ANN structures optimized to predict
2nd fraction

Real-time lung tumor tracking requires a MR imaging
rate of 3–4 fps.21 Currently, this rate cannot be achieved in
3D real-time imaging. However, we proved that 2D real-time
MR imaging is feasible at 3.6 fps in our previous study (Dy-
namic Scan Time = 275 ms, FOV: 40 cm × 40 cm, 3.1 mm ×
3.1 mm × 20 mm).9 Using this, tumor motion data obtained
from each MR image would generate good training data.

We have demonstrated the advantage of using multiple
ANNs. The MR imaging rate is fixed at every 280 ms. The
purpose of implementing multiple ANNs is to reduce the fre-
quency of MLC failures during tumor tracking. The result
shown in Table II clearly demonstrates the advantage of using
seven ANNs over a single ANN. Using seven ANNs, MLC
was always able to reach its set points, and the mean MLC-
off time was decreased by a factor of more than 7.

Seven ANNs are chosen in this study to evaluate the accu-
racy of our predictor using the Suh et al.22 data. However, in
a real case, a larger or smaller number of ANNs can be eas-
ily implemented in a given tracking system depending on the
expected MR imaging rate and the frequency of MLC motion
triggering.

The advantage of optimizing ANN structures and IW for
each patient has been investigated. There is a 30%–60% de-
crease of mean RMSE values if ANN structure and IW are
optimized, in comparison to motion prediction using a single
ANN structure and randomly chosen IW. This was obtained
using seven ANNs of an identical structure. Because each of
these ANNs corresponds to a different amount of system de-
lay, it may be possible to further improve the prediction accu-
racy if we optimize each ANN structure for its specific system
delay. This will allow the ANN structure changes among the
seven ANNs, which will be a subject of future studies.

The entire optimization process for each treatment fraction
of a given patient takes ∼2.5 h on the computer platform used,
which would mandate calculations to be performed prior to
treatment. Faster computers can, of course, be introduced for
faster calculations.

The results shown in Fig. 8 suggest no significant advan-
tage in prediction performance using fraction specific ANN
structure optimization. This is based on the three consecu-
tive fractions of motion data available in this study. However,
further investigations are required with patient data obtained
from a larger number of consecutive fractions.

As explained in Sec. II.H.1, after every 7th data point is
chosen from the original tumor motion pattern, each motion
pattern is shifted and normalized before it is presented to the
ANN. This is clinically feasible as the characteristics of a
given patient’s lung-tumor motion, such as the maximum am-
plitude and mean position, can be observed just before the
beam delivery through the 2.5 min training session as shown
in Step 2 of Fig. 1. Thus, an appropriate amount of shifting
and a proper normalization factor can be determined for each
treatment fraction.

Moreover, this should be implemented as a safety feature
for motion prediction using ANN, because the normalization
factor can be used as an upper limit for future tumor positions.
In our ANN design shown in Fig. 2, the output value must
stay between 0 and 1. Therefore, the maximum future tumor
position that can be predicted by our ANN is restricted by the
normalization factor, even if the ANN starts to diverge during
treatment.

This study is focused on predicting 1D lung-tumor motion
in the SI direction. Lung-tumors may, however, move up to
15 mm in AP, and 10 mm in LR directions during normal
breathings.4, 5 Therefore, predicting future tumor positions in
a realistic 3D space is an important issue in intrafractional
MR tumor tracking. Extension of our predictor to this matter
will be very straightforward and will be investigated in future
studies.

V. CONCLUSION

A new ANN-based lung-tumor motion predictor is devel-
oped for MRI-based intrafractional tumor tracking. The MR
imaging rate was fixed at 280 ms. The predictive performance
of the predictor was evaluated in its ability to predict tumor
positions in 40 ms intervals that corresponded to the acqui-
sition rate of independent test patient data (acquired every
40 ms) obtained in Ref. 22.

Three practical issues of regarding ANN implementation
in MRI-based lung-tumor tracking, (1) selecting proper ANN
structures and IW, (2) reducing tracking failures, and (3) de-
veloping ANN training methods, are addressed in this study.
The performance-accuracy of our predictor is evaluated with
data from 29 lung cancer patients simulating clinically realis-
tic situations.

Mean RMSE values of 0.5–0.9 mm (ranges 0.0–2.8 mm
from 29 patients) are achieved by our predictor for system
delays ranging from 120 to 520 ms. The advantage of using a
patient specific ANN structure and IW optimizations is shown
by the 30%–60% decrease in mean RMSE values in motion
prediction as compared to results achieved with a single ANN
structure and randomly chosen IW. Also, the results suggest
no significant advantage in prediction performance from a
fraction specific ANN structure optimization.
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